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Abstract

QoS has been proposed in storage subsystem man�
agement towards e�ective disk space utilization and
request servicing� We present a QoS based stor�
age model for e�ective user negotiation in terms of
scheduling and the number of storage devices� A sim�
ulation model is developed based on an available disk
simulator which is experimented under arti�cial re�
quest workload towards better system�s responsive�
ness� performance and functionality� Certain remarks
and conclusions are raised with respect to the simu�
lated scheduling algorithms and the capacity available
to the client�s environment�

� Introduction

The increasing need of more e�cient and e�ective
storage con�gurations has become more imperative
due to the wide spread of multimedia data which de�
mand great storage capacities together with synchro�
nization and appropriate retrieval� The term �Qual�
ity Of Service� 	QoS
 was introduced to describe cer�
tain tecnical characteristics 	mainly in communica�
tions technology
 such as performance� speed and re�
liability� An overall de�nition in relation to QoS with
multimedia applications is given in ��� � Quality of
Service represents the set of those quantitative and
qualitative characteristics of a distributed multimedia
system necessary to achieve the required functionality
of an application�

Attribute managed storage is discussed in ��� �
where the development of a new storage system is pro�
posed such that mapping of virtual to physical storage
devices is introduced with quality of service guaran�
tees� Here� we consider the case of attribute man�
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aged storage in order to e�ectively manage storage re�
sources with respect to the most important character�
istics such as scheduling and multiple disk con�gura�
tions�

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows �
the next section introduces the storage model whereas
Section � describes the QoS negotiation scheme and
the attribute managed storage process� In Section �
the disk simulator used is described and the the ex�
perimentation details and results are given� Finally�
conclusions and further research topics are discussed
in Section ��

� The Storage Model

Parameter Meaning

Tseek Seek time

Ttransfer Transfer time

Toverhead Overhead time

Tswitch Switch time

Trotatioanl Rotational latency

Trot Rotation time for a disk

st Size of a track

Rt Data transfer rate within a track

Figure �� QoS parameters in storage subsystems�

Storage subsystems performance and functionality
depends on the certain disk�s topology con�guration
and characteristics� Usually disk drive performance
is measured by how fast they can satisfy a user�s re�
quest� The following parameters have been the most
important ones to characterize disk�s performance �

� Seek Time is the time to move the head from its
current cylinder to the cylinder speci�ed by the
next request� The most typical equation that de�
�nes the seek time for a disk head �travel� of s
cylinders under a speci�c HP disk model �� is �

Tseek � f ���� � ����
p
s s � ���

���� � ������s s � ���
	�




� Rotational Delay or Rotational latency is the time
it takes for the target sector to rotate under the
head� expected rotational latency is 	Trot
 �

Trotational �
�

�
Trot 	�


� Data Transfer Time which depends on data rate
and transfer size�The most typical formula for the
data trasfer time is�

Ttransfer �
sizetransfer

R
	�


� Average Request servicing Time is the average
time to service a random request as expressed by
�

Toverhead�Tseek�Trotational�Ttransfer�Tswitch

	�

where Toverhead is the time for the disk drive�s mi�
croprocessor and electronics to process and han�
dle an I�O request and the Tswitch is the overall
switch time for the disk to switch from one surface
of the disk to the other�

� QoS negotiation and attribute man�

aged storage

Renegotiations

Agreement/

DisagreementRequest

USER

SYSTEM

Contract

Figure �� QoS contract negotiation process�

Here� we introduce a QoS based storage model
which focused on the speci�cation of certain QoS pa�
rameters in relation to � disk modeling and disk sim�
ulators and disk scheduling� The proposed QoS�based
storage system supports the assignment and managen�
ment of the QoS parameters negotiation between the
user and the storage system� This task is divided into
three step negotiation cycle �

�� Assesing the QoS requirements in terms of user�s
demands in relation to performance� synchroniza�
tion� cost e�t�c�

�� Associating these requirements with QoS param�
eters

�� Negotiating between user and storage system
components to ensure that the system can meet
the required parameters�

If the negotiation fails then the above cycle activ�
ities will be repeated until negotiation succeeds� Due
to the �exibility of this task� both the user and the
storage system can change QoS requirements during
an application session� In this case we result in a
renegotiation phase� Whatever the case the negoti�
ation task can result in three di�erent types of agree�
ment� quaranteed� best�e�ort or stochastic� Figure �
depicts the generalized structure of a QoS negotiation
process� The storage subsystem should monitor con�
tinuously the request servicing process� maintain the
agreed QoS values and apply correction mechanisms in
order to restore the system to its required condition�
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Figure �� Response time for di�erent scheduling algo�
rithms under a ����� request workload

� Experimentation � Results

The proposed negotiation process is experimented
under a developed disk simulator 	DiskSim
 and the
experimentation involves request servicing under var�
ious scheduling policies and number of disk devices in
the storage topology� DiskSim is an e�ective� strong
disk system simulator implemented by G� Ganger� B�
Worthington and Y� Patt ��� The components that
are emulated are� disks� controllers� buses and disk
block caches� Their con�guration is very detailed as it
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Figure �� Seek time for di�erent scheduling algorithms
under a ����� request workload
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Figure �� Response time for di�erent scheduling algo�
rithms under one disk drive subsystem�

involves a large number of parameters� We experiment
with the adequate ones of them in order to assess the
several data placement schemes� data topologies and
scheduling policies� One feature of DiskSim is that
it can work by using either traces or internally gen�
erated synthetic workload� Therefore� an analyzer is
able to evaluate real workload by exploiting exisitng
traces and to produce simulation results which will be
the outcome of the service of synthetic workload� It
has been proved �� that the results are really similar�
a fact that exacerbate this tool�s power and capabili�
ties� Disksim simulator involves a parameter �le and
a trace �le if the synthetic generator is not activated
in order to work� This �le contains parameters for
the most signi�cant components of the storage subsys�
tems which are the queue�scheduler subcomponents�
the buses� the controllers� the disks and the caches�
The most important parameter that is de�ned here is
the scheduling policy� The user can choose between
a large number of algorithms in order to schedule the

service of the requests that arrive�
We have adjust the proposed negotiation to the

DiskSim simulation environment� in a user friendly
way� The negotiation parameters refer to Disk pa�
rameters� data organization and time variables� We
have run several experimentation runs by specifying
the following parameters �

� The number of requests �in thousands� � this pa�
rameter should be between � and ��� since a
larger value would minimize the performance of
the simulator�

� Sheduling policy � the user can choose among a
variety of algorithms� DiskSim provides several
algorithms to schedule requests in the waiting
queue� The most indicative algorithms consid�
ered in our experimentation are � FCFS� SSTF�
SPTF� WPCTF and VSCAN 	details abou the
algorithms are given in ���

� Disk ID � the user may choose between � di�er�
ent disks � HP�C����A� DEC�RZ��� HP�C����A�
HP�C����A� HP�C����A

� Number of disks � the user can specify the number
of disks included in the storage subsystem� The
values that can be used are � to �� as the physical
organization of the devices that we use cannot
a�ord more disks connected to it�

We have used a trace �le with ����� requests and by
changing the inter arrival time we managed to lighten
the workload� Moreover� the workloads produced by
the synthetic generator had the following characteris�
tics�

� They consisted of ��� read requests and ���
write requests� If the percentage of write requests
was greater then the results will show an increase
in response time as these requests impose greater
overhead�

� There were generated no sequential requests� A
sequential request is one that its starting address
is immediately after the last addressed accessed
by the previous request�

� The size of the requests followed an exponential
distribution with base value ��� and mean value
���

Indicative results of the experimentation are de�
picted in Figures � � �� More speci�cally� Figure � has
the curves of response time with respect to the number
of disks when di�erent scheduling algorithms are used



under a ����� requests workload� As depicted in this
�gure� FCFS algorithm shows the worst response time
as it was expected� A really interesting feature is the
sharp fall of response time from � disks to � disks� All
of algorithms decrease their response times by about
���� Thus� the more disks a subsystem has the more
e�ective it is� Of course� after a certain number of
disks the decrease in response time is not so great as to
balance the increase in cost� the di�erence in response
time for a subsystem with �� disks and one with ��
disks is only ��� msec� Another remark is that the re�
sponse times for the various scheduling algorithms are
becoming equal as the number of disks is increased�

Figure � has the corresponding seek time for the
above workload� Unlike response time� seek time in�
creases as the number of disks becomes greater� ex�
cept for the FCFS algorithm which remains almost the
same� Again� the di�erence of the several algorithms is
obvious when two disks are used� SSTF results in the
smaller seek time and the algorithms that follow are
SPTF and VSCAN� WPCTF algorithm shows quite
large seek time which is not raising signi�cantly as the
number of disks increases�

Figure � depicts the experimentation when a trace
�le was used� the parameter �le de�ned the charac�
teristics described earlier and the subsystem used one
disk drive of type HP�C����A� The conclusions are
similar to those discussed above� As the number of
requests increases so does response time� In case of
����� requests FCFS algorithm present a very poor
performance in comparison to the other algorithms�
The seek time for the above topology shows similar
results to the seek time curve of the subsystem under
a varying number of disks�

� Conclusions � Future Work

QoS has been introduced towards an e�ective sys�
tem�s performance and utilization on a considered
storage topology� A disk simulator was used to experi�
ment under workloads of a varying number of requests
and certain conclusions were discussed about the pro�
posed QoS parameters speci�cation� The negotiation
cycles and the user demands speci�cation has been
proven quite bene�cial with respect to the seek times
as well as to the overall response times�

Further research should examine more complicated
storage subsystems which could involve storage hier�
archies such as caching� disks and tapes� It will be
quite bene�cial to employ QoS parameters at all stor�
age levels in order to result in more e�ective user re�
quest servicing�
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